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1. Introduction. Let { Tn} be a sequence of conditional expecta-

tion operators in Li = Li(W,'F, P) where (W, F, P) is a probability

space. Let Sn=Tn • ■ ■ T2Ti. It is known [l, p. 331 ] that if {T„} is

monotone decreasing, that is, if the range of Tn+i is a subset of the

range of Tn for all n, then for each x in Li the sequence {S„x} con-

verges almost everywhere. Here, the pointwise convergence behavior

of {.Sttx} is studied under other conditions. For example, if T2n-i= T\

and T2n= T2 lor all n, does {5„x} converge almost everywhere? This

question was first posed by J. L. Doob. It is proved here that if x

is in L2, then this is indeed the case, and, furthermore, sup„ |.S„x| is

in L2. Several of the preliminary results needed, especially Theorems

1 and 2, seem to be of some interest in their own right. The linear

spaces mentioned in this paper may be either real or complex. All of

our results hold with either interpretation.

2. Self-adjointness as a Tauberian condition for almost every-

where convergence.

Lemma \. If {an} is a convex and bounded real number sequence, then

oo

y^. nA2an = ai — lim an.
n=l «-* »

Proof. Write the series in the form ^"=i X)"=i Asa„, invoke

Fubini, and sum.

Lemma 2. Suppose that T is a linear self-adjoint operator with norm

| T\ ^ 1 in a complete inner product space H. Then, for each x in H,

00

(1) X>l|r-x- r»+2x||2 = ||x||2,
71=1

the strong limit Q of { Tin} exists, and Q is an orthogonal projection.

Of course, if 7" is positive as well, then the above result applied to

the square root of T implies that the whole sequence { Tn} converges

strongly, and so forth.

Proof. Let x belong to H. Let an = \\ Tnx\|2. Then {an} is bounded,

since \T\ ¿I, and is convex, since
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(2) 0 ^ \\T»x - Tn+2x\\2 = A2an

by the self-adjointness of T. Thus, (1) follows from (2), Lemma 1,

and the fact that here ai —lim a„^aig||x||2. Since {r2nx} isaCauchy

sequence by

lim   \\T2mx - T2»x\\2 =   lim   (a2m - 2an+n + a2n) = 0,

the strong limit Q of {P2n} exists. From the self-adjointness of T,

the self-adjointness and idempotence of Q easily follow. Therefore Q

is an orthogonal projection.

Lemma 3. Suppose that ao, d, • • • is a complex number sequence

such that c2= ^"=i n\an — an+i\ 2< ». Let bn= XXi d/2", n = 0,

1, • • • . (i) Then supis„|a„| ^3 suposn|è«| +| c\. (ii) If lim«^,,

= «o then limn,01,a„ = ao.

Part (ii) is similar to a theorem of Fejér [4] who assumes slightly

more, namely that lim,»,«, Eï=i ak/n = a0.

Proof. In the proof, we may and do assume that ao = 0. Let

cl= StU» k\ak-ak+i\2. Then

rM2»+i_

max       | ay — ak \  Ú   X)    I ö* — a*+i I
2náystá2n+1. k-2"

[2"+I-l -11/2

2"   E    |a*-a*+i|2       ^
*_2" J

If m is a nonnegative integer and 2m^n^2m+l, then

c»

9m+l

an I  = ¿m - 2bm+i +    X)   (a* - a„)/2"
*=2m+i

^  | &m |   + 2 I ôm+i I   +  I cm | .

Both (i) and (ii) easily follow.

In the following two theorems, let Q denote the strong limit of

{ T2n} in L2, which necessarily exists by Lemma 2.

Theorem 1. Suppose that Tis a linear self-adjoint operator with norm

| T\ ^1 in L2(W, F, p) where (W, F, p) is a positive measure space.

(i) If x is in L2 and

2"

(3) lim   Y,P2kx/2"
»-»*  k=i

exists almost everywhere, then
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lim T2nx = Qx

almost everywhere, (ii) If x is in L2 and f(x) =suposn | St-i T2kx/2n\

is in L2, then g(x) =supis„ | Tinx\ is in L2 and satisfies

toll   g3||/(x)||+||x||.
Proof. By the monotone convergence theorem and by Lemma 2,

(4) f ¿ 2» | r2-x - r2n+2x\2dß = ¿ 2»||r2-x - r2«+2x||2 =
J W  71—1 71—1

Thus, 22"_i n\ r2"x — r2n+2x12< oo almost everywhere.

Since T2n—>Q strongly, we have that ^2T-i Tik/2n-^Q strongly.

Thus, if x satisfies the condition of (i), then the limit (3) must equal

Qx almost everywhere, and, by Lemma 3, the conclusion of (i) fol-

lows.

Suppose that x satisfies the condition of (ii). Then, by (4) and

Lemma 3, the conclusion of (ii) follows.

Theorem 2. Let (W, F, u) be a positive measure space and T be a

linear self-adjoint operator in L2(W, F, u) such that for each x in L2,

/| Tx | dp ^   I    | x |
w J w

(5) I    | Tx | dp =:   I    | x \dß

(6) ess sup | Tx |   g ess sup I x I .
it w

Then, for each x in L2,

lim Tînx =    x

almost everywhere. Furthermore, for each x in L2, A(x)=supi£n | rnx|

is in L2 and satisfies

(7) toll á 21|M|.
Inequality (7) could be sharpened, perhaps considerably. The main

point, of course, is that h maps the unit sphere into a bounded set.

Also, note that since T is self-adjoint, if (5) is satisfied for all x in

L2, then so is (6), and conversely.

Proof. The domain of T contains the /i-integrable simple functions.

Therefore, by (5) and (6), and by the Riesz convexity theorem (more

precisely, by its proof as given, for example, in [3, pp. 525-526]), if

1 ̂ p < oo , then T has a unique continuous extension to LP with norm

^ 1. (Since (6) is satisfied for x in Zi^L«, EL2, it is of no importance

whether or not T can be extended to a linear operator in Lx with
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norm ^ 1.) Thus, T as an operator in L2 has norm ^ 1 and therefore

satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. Two theorems of Dunford and

Schwartz [2, Theorems 3.6 and 3.8] imply here, among other things,

that the conditions of (i) and (ii) in Theorem 1 are satisfied for all x

in L2 and that the function/of Theorem 1 satisfies ||/(x)|¡2^8||x||2, x

in L2. Thus, g of that theorem satisfies

(8) toll ^ íolMl
for x in L2. From 0^h(x) úg(x)+g(Tx) + \ Tx\ and (8) we see that h

has the desired properties. This completes the proof.

3. Applications to iterates of conditional expectation operators. Let

(W, F, P) be a probability space. If F0 is a sub-<r-field of F, let Fa

denote the smallest c-field containing P0 and the collection of all sets

A in F satisfying P(A) =0. We recall (see [l, pp. 17-18]) that if F0

is a sub-(T-field of F and x is an P-measurable (real or complex valued)

function on W such that _/V| ac| dP < », then the conditional expecta-

tion of x relative to Fo, written E(x\ P0), is any Po-measurable func-

tion y satisfying fAxdP = fAydP, A in F0. (Alternatively, some authors

require that E(x\ F0) be Fo-measurable. The difference is of no im-

portance here.) Throughout this section, let Pi, P2, • • • be sub-ff-

fields of P and let Ti = E(-\ F/), • ■ • be the corresponding condi-

tional expectation operators in Li(W, F, P) where P-measurable func-

tions equal almost everywhere are identified. It is well known, and

easy to verify from the definition, that in I^, Tk is an orthogonal pro-

jection with range L2(W, Fk, P), and that in Lv, Tk has normal,

lá£á«. Let Sn = Tn ■ ■ ■ TtTi.

Lemma 4. // x is in L2, then

lim (Snx — Sn+ix) = 0

almost everywhere and in L2 norm, supis„ |5„x — S„+ix| is in L2 and

has norm ú\\x\\.

Proof. Let x be in L2. Then for all n, \\Snx — Sn+ix\\2 = \\Snx\\2

— \\Sn+ix\\2 using the self-adjointness and idempotence of Pn+i. This

implies, with the aid of the monotone convergence theorem, that

(9) f     Ê   I SnX - Sn+lx\2dP =   £ ||S„*  - Sn+ix\\2  Ú   \\x\\2.
J W n=l n-1

Hence, ^2n°-i | Snx — Sn+ix\2 < » almost everywhere and the first part

of the lemma follows. The second part follows from (9) and
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r  °° -i 1/2

SUp   I SnX — Sn+iX |    g        53   I SnX — Sn+lX |2
1 á» L  71-1 J

Theorem 3. Suppose that T2n-i=Ti and T2n=T2 for each positive

integer n. Then, for each x in L2,

(10) lim Snx = E(x | Fi r\ F2)
n—*«

almost everywhere and in L2 norm. Furthermore, if x is in L2, then

f(x) =supisn | 5„x| is in L2 and satisfies

ll/(*)|l   = 14||*||.
Proof. Let T= TiT2Ti. Then T satisfies the conditions of Theorem

2 and r2n = Sin+i lor n = 1. Therefore, letting Q denote the strong limit

of {r2"} in L2, we have that if x is in L2 then lim„<00 Sin+ix = Qx al-

most everywhere and supiä„ | 54«+ix| is in L2 and, by (8), has norm

= 10||x||. Thus, by Lemma 4, lim„<0O Snx = Qx almost everywhere and

in L2 norm, and supis„ | S„x| is in L2 with norm ^ 14||x||, x in L2.

It remains to show that Q = E(-\ Fii^Fi) in L2. By Lemma 2, Q is

an orthogonal projection. Also, the restriction of E(- \ Fir\F2) to L2

is an orthogonal projection with range L2(W, Fi f~\ F2, P)

= nLi L2(W, Fk,P), the intersection of the ranges of the restrictions

of Ti and T2 to L2. Clearly, Q also has this set as its range, hence

Q = E(-\Fir\F2) inL2.
Remarks. 1. The convergence in L2 norm assertion of Theorem 3

can also be obtained as an immediate consequence of a theorem of von

Neumann [5, p. 55].

2. If, in (10), the right hand side were replaced by E(x\FiC\F2),

the first statement of Theorem 3 would no longer be true. This is due

to the fact that F\C\F2 is not necessarily FiC\F2.

3. Results similar to those of Theorem 3 can be obtained for three

or more conditional expectation operators. For example, if

T= TiT2TzT2Ti and SSn+i=T2n for »fcl, then

lim SnX = E(x | Fi r\ F2 H F3)
B—*oo

almost everywhere and in L2 norm for each x in L2, and so forth.

4. Theorem 3 indicates that {Snx} converges almost everywhere

for each x in L2. With Sn defined as in Theorem 3, we have found a

number of special but nontrivial cases in which {5„x} converges al-

most everywhere for each x in Li and no cases in which this is not true.

We conjecture that none exist.
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A THEOREM ON OVERCONVERGENCE

F. SUNYER I BALAGUER

The conjecture announced by A. J. Macintyre [2; 3] is equivalent

to the theorem stated and proved below.

Theorem. Let D be an open domain containing the origin and let

f(z) be a function regular in D with the expansion f(z) = E" cnzn. Let

Di be a bounded closed domain contained in D. Then there exists a posi-

tive number X0 = Xo(-D, Di) such that if cn = 0 for a sequence of intervals

nk Ú n ^ Xw/c with X > Xo, then the subsequence of partial sums snk

= Xo* cnZn converges uniformly to f(z) in Di.

Proof. Let CD and CDi denote the complements of D and Di re-

spectively and let hi, i=l, 2, • ■ -, he the components of CDi. The

components can be considered as disjoint and there exists only one

unbounded component. The one unbounded component will be de-

noted as hi.

One can assert that there exists only a finite number of components

hi such that

(1) hii\CD^ 0,

where 0 is the empty set. This assertion is proved as follows. Assume

that there exists an infinite number of components hi, i^2, such that

(1) is valid. A bounded sequence of points a¿ can be formed where

aiEhiC\CD, i^2. Every at is an element of CD and hence the dis-
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